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assessment
impact evidence

evaluation

seeking evidence of the impact of 
our technology-based innovations 
and practices in support of teaching 
and learning





“Does it work?”



“Does it work?”



“Does it work?”



“Does it work?”

<your project goes here>



“Does it work?”
Do the students learn “better”?

Do the faculty teach “better”?

Are the students more engaged?

Are the student evaluations “better”?

Is it “efficient”?



So… do we
Know what we mean by “evidence”?

Know what we mean by “impact”?

Know how to best gather evidence?

Know how to best analyze impact?

Know how to have evidence improve practice?



Why collect evidence now?



pressure



Enormous fiscal 
pressures



Enormous fiscal pressures Huge demand for HE

accountability



Standing call for 
evidence-based 
practice



“1. Establishing and supporting a culture of evidence”

“Given that college education is now one of the most important 
and expensive investments for American families, the call for 
accountability in higher education has intensified.”“Colleges and universities… are recognizing the need for better 

systems that move beyond counting objects (such as computers, 
books, and so on) to measuring learning outcomes.”



What administrative leadership and support might be required?

What learning outcomes need to be tracked?

What groups on campus need to be represented during this process?

How translate the data into best practices?
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“Most campus assessment activities… continue to be 
implemented as additions to the curriculum… rather than 
being integral to teaching and learning. [It] centers on 
“doing assessment” rather than on improving practice… 
Although firmly established in the mainstream by the 
year 2000, assessment as a movement is still striving for 
the cultural shift its original proponents had hoped for.”

Peter Ewell, pages 16–17



Pressures from unrelenting change



Unprecedented technology change

Major cultural change



Blackboard
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BlackboardWhy Blackboard bought McGraw-Hill
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Higher ed
under 
pressure



The paradigm is shifting

paradigm
?



constructivist 
model
understanding
conceptual schemas
mobile roles
group work
students bring 
content
formative 
assessment

multiple paths

transmission
model
memorization
facts
fixed roles
individual work
instructor brings 
content
summative 
assessment
one path

New paradigm



in-class 
pedagogy

student 
project 
design

use of new 
media

syllabus

research 
methods

summative 
assessment

formative 
assessment

content

web site lecture 
preparation

the course 
today



“Improvement in post-
secondary education will require 
converting teaching from a ‘solo 
sport’ to a community-based 
research activity.”

–Herbert Simon





“Students starting school this year may be part 
of the last generation for which ‘going to 
college’ means packing up, getting a dorm 
room and listening to tenured professors.”

“Undergraduate education is on the verge of a 
radical reordering… The business model that 
sustained private US colleges cannot survive.”

“The typical 2030 faculty will likely be a 
collection of adjuncts alone in their 
apartments, using recycled syllabuses and 
administering multiple-choice tests from afar.”



“Traditional higher education no longer holds 
a de facto monopoly in any of its primary 
functional areas, as it once did. ”

“Higher education is left with only one choice: 
innovate in order to stay relevant.”





Don’t we already know what 
works?



The No Significant Difference (NSD) 
Debate



1983
“…there are no learning benefits to be 
gained from employing any specific 
medium to deliver instruction.”

R Clark, “Reconsidering Research on Learning from Media,” 
Review of Educational Research, vol. 53 no. 4.



1990s
“There are 355 research 
reports, summaries, and 
papers cited in which no 
significance difference 
was reported between the 
variables compared.”



So Russell:

“…the real challenge facing educators today is 
identifying the student characteristics and matching 
them with the appropriate technologies.”

T. Russell, “Technology Wars: Winners and Losers,” EDUCOM 
Review, Volume 32, Number 2, March/April 1997

“Technology is not neutral…”

“The truth [is]… that students are not alike.”



So Russell:
“The value of interactivity—especially synchronous 
interactivity—according to comparative research is, 
at best, suspect.”

T. Russell, “Technology Wars: Winners and Losers,” EDUCOM 
Review, Volume 32, Number 2, March/April 1997



So Russell:

T. Russell, “Technology Wars: Winners and Losers,” EDUCOM 
Review, Volume 32, Number 2, March/April 1997

“There no longer is any doubt that the 
technology used to deliver instruction will 
not impact the learning for better or for 
worse.”

deliver instruction

conduct instruction

enable instruction

improve instruction

engage students



Educause Quarterly, No. 2, 2001

“The confounding factor here is that each medium 
consists of many attributes that may affect the 
value of the medium’s instructional impact.”

“To credit or blame the delivery medium for learning 
ignores the effectiveness of the instructional design 
choices made while creating a learning event.”
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hi tech! low tech!

online! F2F!

formal! informal!

X! not X!
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Less filling!

Tastes great!



The latest installment



released August 2009 46



“… on average, students in online learning 
conditions performed better than those 
receiving face-to-face instruction.”
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released July 2010 48



“the … report does not present evidence that fully online delivery produces superior 
learning outcomes for typical college courses, particularly among low-income and 
academically underprepared students.”
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http://papers.nber.org/papers/w16089

“…we find modest evidence that live-only 
instruction dominates Internet instruction.”

50

http://papers.nber.org/papers/w16089
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“Students attending classes in… technology-enhanced 
learning spaces exceeded final grade expectations… 
suggesting strongly that features of the spaces 
contributed to their learning.”

“Different learning environments affect teaching-
learning activities even when instructors attempt to 
hold these activities constant.”



online! F2F!
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It’s perplexing…



Distraction 
factors

aka: “X is making 
us stupid”
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“Far from making us stupid, these technologies 
are the only things that will keep us smart.”
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“… home computer technology is associated with 
modest but statistically significant and persistent 
negative impacts on student math and reading test 
scores”

56
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Evidence-based practice



Perspectives from CNI
§ Clear goal
§ Methods
§ Informal aspects of learning



Clear goal - “So What?”
§ Are you looking at impact:

§ To contribute to a campus program, e.g. accreditation review, 
Provost’s initiative?

§ What could you demonstrate that would have genuine 
importance?

§ Can you articulate your goal clearly and is it compelling?
§ Can you operationalize your goal?

§ What matters to your institution?



Methods
§ Qualitative as well as quantitative -

triangulation
§ Understand what you will do with the data, how 

you will report it
§ Pre-test your instruments
§ Work with assessment experts



Informal aspects of learning
§ Students spend more time learning outside of 

class than inside a classroom
§ Libraries and computer labs are key informal 

learning venues



What questions might address the 
impact of learning spaces?
§ Do learning commons enable students to accomplish 

different types of course projects?
§ Do learning spaces encourage more time spent on 

studying?
§ Do learning spaces have a role in student retention?
§ Do learning spaces have a role in developing a sense of 

community?



Help us identify:
§ Good questions
§ Useful and efficient methodologies
§ Partners
§ Exemplars
§ Key studies



Questions for discussion

What challenges do you face with respect 
to gathering evidence of impact?

What can the ELI program do to help you 
meet those challenges?



Challenges: Responses from CNI Attendees

§ Understanding privacy issues
§ Pressure on grant-funded projects to 

demonstrate impact on student learning – how 
to measure in very granular form – how to 
demonstrate that one factor has an impact on 
learning

§ Long-term impact of what students learn – very 
difficult to measure but a more accurate 
reflection of learning



Challenges: Responses from CNI Attendees

§ Comparing different types of collections or 
activities; how to compare across entities; how 
to develop consistent methodologies that 
would work in multiple environments

§ Problems are hard to address on grand scale; 
consider tackling smaller (humbler) measures 
like hours of engagement outside of class; 
identify aspects, activities that you’d like 
students to do more of



Challenges: Responses from CNI Attendees

§ What are the metrics that our own universities 
are using to benchmark against other 
universities, i.e. retention, US News factors; 
research rankings (NRC)

§ Link to Next Generation Learning Challenges,
relating to US government challenges

§ Learn from sports field – statistics and gaming 
industry in terms of engagement



What can ELI do to help?
Responses from CNI Attendees
§ Make sure that folks from different types of 

institutions are engaged in this initiative
§ If some outcomes can be packaged into toolkits 

including things like checklists, that would be 
useful; whitepapers less useful

§ Practical is good



What can ELI do to help?
Responses from CNI Attendees
§ Is there a grand narrative or direction from the 

ELI perspective, for ex. that good instructional 
design leads to better learning?

§ Make sure that the project doesn’t result in a 
sense that “that’s all there is” if scaled back too 
much

§ Longitudinal studies – works well with overall 
philosophy of medical education and lifelong 
learning



Our current 
alignment



Most important indicators of 
impact?
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What’s hardest?
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Methods routinely used
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Consensus on “evidence” and 
“impact”?



YES TO SOME 
EXTENT NO

Within my 
campus unit 10% 50% 40%

Among the 
faculty 3% 43% 54%

Among 
support staff 5% 51% 44%



Challenges



understanding the research questions

what counts as evidence (what data should I collect?)

dependence on poor data sources

money; funding for analyst position

lack of expertise

how do learning spaces factor into this?

creating a culture of assessment



What 
should ELI 
SEI do?



community of practice 

share practices 

share data/evidence 

Build Community



Provide Tools
templates; sample surveys

case study collection 

road map

deliver “legos” 

ways to help faculty use data 

how to best communicate results 



review publications  

recommended tool set 

do it all for free or low cost

create referral network

PD opportunities 

webinars, workshops 

external review service 

Provide Services



What will ELI 
SEI do?

Build Community

Provide Tools

Provide Services



Community
§ ELI Annual Meetings:

§ 2011: subtheme
§ 2012: major theme

§ ELI Focus Sessions 2011
§ Spring (online; April 13-

14)
§ Fall ?

§ EDUCAUSE regionals

§ Workshops
§ @ ELI 2010 (4)
§ @ ELI 2012
§ @ E 2011
§ ELI online
§ @ NERCOMP

§ Webinars
§ Jan 10: Analytics



Community (2)
§ Presentations

§ DET/CHE Dec 2010
§ ECAR Dec 2010
§ CNI Dec 2010
§ League for Innovation 

March 2011
§ IU Fort Wayne April 2011

§ Publications
§ E Quarterly
§ E Review
§ @ E 2011
§ ELI online
§ @ NERCOMP
§ ELI white papers, briefs
§ 7 Things series



Community (3)
§ EDUCAUSE 2011

§ Pre-conference workshops
§ CIO track
§ Teaching & Learning track



Tools and Services
§ Case studies library / 

series
§ White papers
§ Briefs
§ Tool exemplars and 

templates

§ Workshops & seminars
§ ELI Online (how-to’s)
§ NERCOMP June 2011
§ ELI 2011 Annual Meeting 

(3)
§ EDUCAUSE 2011 

conference





Take the survey!

Have colleagues take the survey!

http://www.surveymonkey.com/seisurvey
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suggest a resource



Tell us about it



Send me email

mbrown@educause.edu

resource suggestions what you need

ways you’d like to help

example projects exemplary practitioners

anything to help SEI help you and colleagues

come to ELI events
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Questions?

Comments?



Thank you!
mbrown@educause.edu


